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9200 Students Sign

ru(-;

69

Disqualifications
Take Toll at SJS

New Student Registration
Figures rop ue to ain ,oinf tiche

When the smoke cleared after fall semester finals, the dean’s
hadjorreitcyorded 597 disqualificationsfreshmen and sophomores

"What Prerequisites?"
Threr-year-old Saintly Potts expresses disbelief when told that
Hopscotch IA is closed already, complaining that she thought
early registration would avoid complications of closed classes.
Standing knee-high to reg tables is not easy. aceording to Sandy,
whose father, police major Warren Potts of 1:41. Teddy Rd., Union
City, told her that Hopscotch Is co-educational. but pretty much
ose class
photo by J. P. yanEttinger.
a Mickey Mu

Robert Doerr Heads
Spartan Foundation
Robert Doerr, instructor in
commies at San Jose City College, has been named executive
ditector of Spartan Foundation
Inc., a year-old alumni organizeeau offering grants to SJS athetles and organizations.
Doerr, who also holds a post on
he San Jose City Council. said
he will work as ’Jason between
the Foundation, the college and the
city."
Organizations will apply for
;rants through Doerr, who will

Former SJS
Coed Sails
WithHayden
On turd actor Sterling 1/aYlen’s schooner, "The Wanderer,"
en route to Tahiti, is SJS home
cnnomies graduate Shirley Sweet.
The cruise made headlines late
last menth when actor Hayden
sailed for the South Seas with his
hildren and crew in violation of a
num order.
His former wife, Betty De Noon
layden made the more serious
+large of "criminal conspiracy and
A Los Angeles Superior Court
udge January 15 gave Hayden
ustor’y of the children, but forside him to take them on the proased ocean voyage. The judge debred the schooner unseaworthy.
Mrs. Hayden has been given a
varrant for the arrest of all adult
trev members with bail set at
l,3000 for Hayden and $1000 for
he others -including Miss Sweet.
The warrant will be difficult to
errs
Shirle, a popular and active
itrident a I SJS, was
graduated
sat June. She was a member of
(Rena Kappa Gamma sorority.
The Kaopas refuse comment, but
giss Martha Thomas, advisor to
he sorority and an assistant pro’essor in the home economics deArtment. said:
"Ise known Shirley for a long
time and she is just p wonderful
"The joh with Hayden WaS
all
granger’ before she graduated,
flie first thing I knew about
;he came in
all nit of breath and
’.1C1 me she had the job."
Miss ThoMas said Shirley knew
Ailing about the divorce
when
,he took the job.
,1She snid the girl’s grades were
:ova, era
when she Was here.
viTs, Sweet %vas active on the
soeial affairs committee.
committee and in sorority
oaivit

present the requests to the Foundation board of directors, where
decision for or against further
investigation will be made.
"No grants have yet been requested," Doerr said, "since we
are such a young organization.
But after college groups learn
how we operate, we expect plenty
of response."
Doerr said he already has met
once with ASS representatives.
and he plans to make the meeting
a monthly affair. He also plans
to meet every month with Spartan Foundation board of directors
and the SJS board of control.
Doerr said with such close contact among these groups, the
Foundation should be kept on a
stable, informed level.
He added that Foundation directors told him when he arcepted the position he was not expected to be a fund-raiser this
semester. There is some money
left from last Spring’s successful
$21,000 drive, and early grants
will be made from these funds.
Doerr said he would be realistic
when the fund campaign is begun, and not expect SJS students
to come forth with thousands of
dollars. The Foundation hopes
organizations at some future time
will be able to draw support front
bank interest rather than directly
from funds. "Under this system,"
Doerr said, "we will not be dependent on a big fund drive each
year. A small yearly campaign
will be waged just to keep up the
principal."
Doerr now is handling Foun!
dation business in the office of
Dan Caputo, San Jose contractor,
and Foundation president. lie said
he might open a downtown office

Spring semester enrollment usually lower than fallmay be
much lower this year due to rain.
Total full-time enrollment was
estimated at 9200 yesterday noon
by Dr. Ralph Cummings. associate
dean of students. This is 1200
below the record fall enrollment of
10,243.
It is above the figure last
spring of 1951, however.
"We expect to hold our own
(over last spring)," said Dr. Cummings, "but the increase won’t
be nearly as high as it has been
in the past.
Year before last, spring enrollment was 8340.
"We’ll watch the late registration," added Dr. Cummings, "it
may pick up then."
Accurate figures on both fulltime and limited students are expected to be available for the Friday edition of Spartan Daily.
Weather was bad throughout
registration with light showers,
but it held off until the end of
signup for full-time students. Then
came the heavy showers that
drenched limited students registering between noon and 7 last night.
Lines of students waiting for
card packets extended from the
library arch through the tower
building corridors and out onto
the campers back to Seventh street
several times during the two-day
bi-annual scramble.
Limited students, hoping to
avoid the downpour, routed their
lines through women’s gym classrooms and slowly moved hack end
forth between rows of desks and
finally out back doors.
Pre-registration was nearly as
bad- even with better weather.

Thompson
New IFC
President
Sid Thompson, Simla Alpha Epsilon, is new president of the Interfraternity Council (IFC) that
could come face to face with Gov.
"Pat" Brown’s anti-segregation

Thompson said the matter has
not come before IFC, but added:
"It’s going to be a very definite
problem in the near future for all
the state Colleges in California."
Governor Brown ruled early
in January that fraternities supported or "regulated" by state
colleges could not discriminate
against members according to
race or creed.
Brown said such discrimination
violates both the 14th Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution and policies of the California state education system.
Regulations on SJS fraternities
Include probation for misconduct,
scholastic Probation and required
signup for social functions in the
later.
college datebook. There also are
college regulations on rushing.
These regulations come not directly from the college administration, but from IFC acting on college policy.
Fraternities associated with
Leonard Hall of Caledonia, Mo. state colleges would seem to be
will narrate Karl Maslowskrs caught In the middle. Even when
color production, "Waterway Wild- Greek organizations on the local
life" at 8 tonight in Morris level are willing to remove segreDailey Auditorium as the third of gation clauses, their nationals
this season’s Audubon Screen often refuse.
At least two national fraternTours,
General Admission is 90 cents: ities base threatened to take
student tickets are 50 rents. the dispute to court charging
Tickets will be on .sale at the box governmental interference in
the affairs of a private organizaoffice.
tion.
saidiv guliat
oriekett hn tRisibiesri
In effect, regulates
fraternities but this does not
bring us under the
The desire for a college educe- necessarily
ruling.
Hon is not restricted to those of Governor’s
Dean Martin understandably has
college, for a campus survey for
this ruling closely and con.
fall semester showed that 619 of studied
that violation would he a
the 10,372 full-time students were eludes
I matter of degree.
mom t ball 30 years of age.

Audubon Film Set
For Tonight at 8

Students of All Ages

4

Waiting to pick up packets in the
upstairs library humanities Reading Room, registrants backed up
to the Coop.
Several students estimatedin
all seriousness--that pre-registration takes nearly twice as long
as the regular.
A little more than 1000 of the
full-time students are newrecent
high school graduates and trans-

Dale Scott
Will Head
SJS Demos
Dale Scott, fall semester president of Young Republicans, will
head the Young Democrats this
term in their first serious attempt
to organize on campus.
Why the party switch? "I’ve always been liberal,", answers Scott.
"Republicans are getting more
staunchly conservative.
"They will have to start providing leadership in all areas, not
just to special interests. This
was shown in the last election,"
he added.
Scott said he was not jumping from a sinking ship, but
that: "I don’t like the way the
Young Republicans are organized at the local level, and
any party depends on its local
level organization.
Ile is a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, of which Governor Edmund G. (Pat) Brown is an
alumnus.
Young Democrats have been active at SJS. hut never have been
a recognized organization. Scott
said he and eight other student
politicians will be an organizing
nucleus this semester.
Building a strong membership
for the 1960 presidential election
will be a major goal.
:Commented Voting Republican president Dan Jacobson:
"They’re not .organized yet.
We’ll fight ’em all the way."
Jacobson’s group has semester
plans rolling with one speaker set
and two others being contacted.
Fred W. Betichner, resident
manager of the Walston & Co..
will speak to the group Feb. 19
at 7:30 on subversive groups.
what kind of people join them, how
they operate and how they can
he detected.

A total of 320 (seven per cent) of the lower division students
fers. This is about the same num- were disqualified, about the same percentage dropped last spring.
There were 277 upper division and graduate students disqualified.
ber lost by graduation and disOn "pro" are 977 students, almost eight per cent of the total
qualification last semester.
student body. 1PerCentages are
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111
figured on a basis of 12,933 students.)
5.
Dean Stanley C. Benz made it
plain that the IBM. machine was
not the judge in disqualifications.
"No student is ever automatically
disqualified," he said. "Every student subject to disqualification
has his case brought before the
personnel committee for review."
Contrary to popular belief, a college education is not necessarily a profitable investment in terms of money. As your parThe committee is composed of
ents can assure you, it is extremely costly in both tuition and livmembers of the administration.
ing expenses; and according to the Governor’s budget proposed
counseling staff and faculty.
last week, education costs may rise even higher in the CaliforDean Benz explained that disnia State colleges. Furthermore, many jobs which demand colqualified students may apply for
lege -trained people pay considerably less than skilled or even
re-admission under certain condisemi -skilled workers can make after a few months of apprenticetions.
ship. As for the noble profession of housewife, the going wages
"We usually will not consider a
for applicants with either the high school diploma or the college
student for immediate re -admisdegrees are identical. No, a college degree is no reserved
sion unless his case is extremely
ticket to Luxury-Land.
unusual.
In another respect, however, a college education is the best in"We ask that upper division
vestment of time, energy, and money that I know of today. I
students stay out Of school at least
mean in the amount of personal freedom it will bring the gradone semester and lower division
uate. No one is truly free to choose courses of action he canstudents one year. While the stunot comprehend, or to enjoy pleasures he has never learned to
dent is mit of school, he should
appreciate, or to use talents he has never developed. The unbe gainfully employed, or working
educated person these days is bound and gagged by his own
academically in some way that
ignorance.
shows re -admission is justified,"
But the highly educated person who has trained his mind,
Benz added.
has kept his body healthy, and has learned to discipline his emo"The student should also work
tions, is virtually as free as a bird. He can move in many directo remove the condition that
tions, and can avail himself of the currents of opportunity. Guided
caused his problem in the first
by both fact and faith, he can soar to the limits of his imaginaplace." Benz cited overwork and
tion.
personal problems as frequent
Men have died fighting for such freedom; you need only
causes of study difficulty.
work for if. I wish each of you much success and satisfaction durThe 277 disqualified upper diviing your second semester at San Jose State.
sion and graduate students represented five per cent of the total
DR. JOHN T. WAHLQUIST,
upper division.
SJS President

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Education Not Always
Profitable Investment

First Woman Director

Diane Hunt To Direct
A woman directorthe first itt
Revelries’ 30-year history was
named assistant to Bill Leak, author and production director of
this year’s play, "Jolly Roger." at
a special meeting of Revelries
Board Monday.
The precedent -setting director is
Diane Hunt, 20-year-old speech
and drama major from Mountain
View who caused the board to
"break tradition," according to
board president Dave Fiske.
Miss Hunt is an SJS junior with
theatrical experience in numer-

SJS Student Builds
Language Machine
Students s t rug g ling through foreign language requirements may
have it easier in a few years,
thanks to an ambitious SJS psychology student.
Colin Wright. junior from Palo
Alto, has designed a language
teaching machine. With the help
of Dr. James Asher, assistant professor of psychology, and Earl
Garthwait, senior engineering major, the machine is being perfected and soon will be put to practical use.
Wright said the machine is
three feet high with five windows
in its face. By pulling a lever, a
word in the foreign language and
four possible English translations
pep up. If the right guess is made.
a light flashes and the correct
pronunciation comes through a
speaker on the machine.
If the wrong selection is made,
the machine records it. The number of wrong selections per set of
words, the time for each selection.
and errors per sitting are recorded, thus producing a complete record of learning Progress.
Wright said military language
schools use a variation of this
principle, but the intrixtuct ion of

the machme as an aid is entire!.
new.
"The machine’s flexibility makes
It especially useful." Wright continued. "It is set up to teach German now, but by merely making
another set of vocabulary cards, it
could teach anything from Russian
to Sanskrit, or it could be used to
build English vocabulary."
Wright’s machine won the $100
Tau Delta Phi research grant
earlier this year, and Wright gave
A report on the development of the
machine at a meeting last semester sponsored by Spartan Psychological Association and Psi Chi,
honorary psychology fraternity.
Dr. Gene Waller, professor of
psychology, said 20 reports besides Wright’s were presented at
the two afternoon sessions. Other
reports covered: student attitudes
toward 5.18: methods of producing
gastric ulcers in hooded rats; and
the teaching of discrimination in
rats.
The latter, entitled "The Latent
Learning of a Discrimination,"
was televised live to an audlence
of 75 In a Centennial Hall classroom.

Roger’

.,; .stt 0
.itis 111.411 schoi/I proiluctions
..eheduled Ti
has worked on plays here; she Play May 1, 2, 5. 6 and 7 in Morris
plans to become a costume de- Dailey Auditorium.
signer, Fiske said.
Arrangements are being mu for tryouts in "Jolly Roger" al
exact dates will be announced n
a few days. No casting for par
has been done yet. Fiske said.
Besides Miss Hunt’s appointSAN FRANCISCO -- A $500
ment as director of the May musigrant has been awarded to the
cal, two co -technical directors
were named by the board. They San Jose State Department of
are: Ralph Fetterly, set designer., Journalism and Advertising by
and Rich Salina who will design KCBS Radio. Maurie Webster, the
and supervise lighting. To be station’s general manager, annamed yet are costume designer l nounced here yesterday.
and choreographer.
The grant will be used by GorAccording to Fiske, he is "very don B Greb, assistant professor of
pleased with plans for the event. I journalism, for study of historical
We have a very good script, a fine, aspects of radio. Greb has been
director and two very fine tech- involved in an extensive study of
nical directors."
radio’s early days in the San Jose
area and plans to continue his
..rk and compile it all into a

KCBS Grants
$500 to SJS

Here’s $7.50
Well -Spent

A major portion of Greb’s study
will be published in the Feb. 13
Issue of the Journal of BroadcastA ice f $7.50 cu’,: ltiry ’21 malts ing, a nationwide publication for
or 31 hamburgers or even 75 educators in radio and television.
Cokes, but the $7.50 that you invest in the Student Association
as part of your $29.50 student
body fee goes much further and
19-4
buys far more.
Your $7.50 can’t buy much, it’s
true, but when you add $7.50 from
Contrary to popular
every student body member -14.belief, the most useful
000 in allthe total figure passes
the one hundred thousand dollar
thing you could have
mark!
is not a set of 1919
This sum Is used in the student
Bangkok telephone
body budget to support every
directories, but a
school -approved activity and or6 months charge account
ganization. This year, for example.
your $7.50 helped subsidize all
at R A. You don’t need
athletic activities from gymnastics
good credit to get one
to football. Student body card renothing at all but a
ceipts paid out approximately $48,reg card needed!
000 for sports events.
No matter how you look at It.
your $7.50 is bound to be returned
ROOS ATKINS
to you in the form of school dancars! at Santa Clare
es, clubs, forums, assemblies and
turgauaizal ions.

New Courses Unsatisfactory?
if You Dare
Transfer to These,
LOU LUCIA

LITTLE /MN’!" CAMPUS

Spattanaily

By

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
2

Wednesday,
BILL PHILLIPS, Editor

February I

So you’ve just got out of class
and are dissatisfied with the inOf:actor, the course, the splintery
chair you have, and besides, the
beautiful blonde sifting neat to
you is distracting.
Well, transfer out. We’ve ram-

I, 1959

RON KELLEY, Business Manager

Editorial

Additional Money
Means More News

it’d through the schedule of classes and may have come across ft
class that fits your major.
(Music
Percussion
Advanced
1101 is a likely prospect for tot,mer boxers who couldn’t quite
make the grade,
Beg Violin (Music 34) would
fit in for educatton majors who
day will try that salaries
aren’t high enough. They’ can
beg and still accompany them set% CS on the violin.

If there is to be an improvement of news coverage by the Spar
tan Daily, we think the ASS powers had better cLcide there is just
one real way of doing it.
And this will cost them a little money.
The Spartan Daily needs more columns or more pages.
Four pages with seven columns to the page are not enough to
keep more than 13,000 students happynor the faculty or administration. Sometimes it is necessary to have as many as 80 inches of
ads to a page. Naturally this means less editorial matter.
Are typographical changes for example, the use of more agate
type, the answer?
We think not. The trend today is to increase the type sizeto
compete with television’s medium of advertising.
Is the solution to make the Spartan Daily an 8-column paper?
Advertising -wise, this would be beneficialbut this method, too,
needs some studying.
No matter how it is accomplished, a bigger paper will benefit
a lot of people at SJS. It would satisfy all the "campus experts"
from the club chairman with the notice about a cookie saleto the
department chairman who wants a few more inches about the speaker
who will address his club.
We are in favor of a bigger and better Spartan Daily. What
about you?

(Journalism
Adert
for newspapermen who want to try to avert radio and TV.
Radio-TV

123A1

Activity

KANSAS CITY. Mo. [11’1, Mother warned me there’d be
times like this. I.ike 1959. I mean.
when some people are making fun
of my valiant efforts to distribute
love among the populace,
IfMom -Dad called her Venus.
you know were around today. I
think even she’d be a little shocked at the way our Day is being
treated. And Mom was no Puritan.
either.
But I guess she’d get sort of a
laugh at some of the latest Valentine greetings.
On one card, there’s this tough
see, with a gleam in his eye.
’C’mere, Valentine . . ." he says.
Inside, he puts his own cards on
the table: "I don’t buy dames
kium."
malteds for not hut’ y[
Or take the cie.!, .moking

Atrp PI TO [’Cif
Be My Valentine!
As usual our
Valentines are out
of this v,orld

The BETA KAPPA
-The

SHOULOA SUN Ouk ’140MECOMINd FLOAT LAST t

277 E. San Fernando
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Before you bet your life
on your brakes
*44,

Arts

Romance on the High Seas
[;[[[[ lead
ft MS.

Spiral

NACHMAN

log-book,
set

for
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-lass at 0730 this morning
steam ahead,

tbe
full

motors churning-

’

:[ir coeds unknown,
Upon entering advantageous wa-

here," I tooted.
ensign flapping
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Education Board
To Meet Here

ARROW-3-first in fashion

They said it couldiA
be done...
4,4%
They said nobody
could do it...
blat

IPM is

in,

lAr
tar 1-1
with,
MOr
tate to ity

The California Board of Educa- [
’ion will hold its next regular
meeting at San Jose State March;
ft 12 and 13. Board meetings are’
held at the various state colleges’
on a rotation basis.
Business to come before the
policy making group ttas not yet

been announced.

William L. Blair of Pasadena is
president of the 11 member board..
He told a citizens advisory committee in Sacramento last month
he favors more independence to
4chool toads

LET US CHECK
YOUR BRAKE FLUID

Service is

Today’s high-powered automobiles
throw a tremendous load on broke fluid
eventually thinning it out and wearing
it completely away.
Let in chock your brate fluid. If if’s low, will
add fresh fluid that satisfies the highest
standards of the Society of Automotive Empower, for
hoary duty applications
To maks sure your beak*, shop you whoa
you mood thorn, sot us today(
our businiss

Yager & Silva Shell Service
98 SO. FOURTH STREET

SPECIAL SERVICE

Thorit settle for one without the other.
UNCOND1TION
ALLY GUARANTEED.

NI is kindest to your taste because 1:NI cidlibillus 1 in
Iwo essentials of modern smoking," says TV’s Jack Lescoulie.
Low TAR: 1?M’s patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers
electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke ... make
PM trul /ow in tar.

GARDEN CITY
CLEANERS

MORE TASTE: VM’s rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings
you more exciting flavor than any other cigarette.

Quality Since 1910
183-185 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7920
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with the Lamb.
she piped saltily
on a wave,

ed to flag chiwn a smile from this
Right now I am in drydock hav-1
sleek schooner. I circumnavigated
ing my ego worked on and doubt to higher see level and drifted up. ing very much if
any of it will
alongside a handsome brunette- be
salvaged for future voyages,
masted vessel.
I spied her signaling for aid
from other members of this first
day flotilla with her baby-blue [
blinker system.
They too, had
[ sighted her well -carved bow and ,
stern over the horizon, But MY
guns wile loaded with heavy-duty
artillery as I began firing:

of 16.

taking 1801 are solved in this course.

It’s the shirt with the standout choice in collars the
regular button-down, or permanent stay Arrow Glen,
Exclusive Mitoga9 tailoring
carries through the trim, tapered look from collar to waist
to cuff. "Sanforized" broadcloth or oxford in stripes,
checks, solids. $4.00 up.
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc

"Nah, hc., only kiddin’ ya.
doll." chimed he, steering closer
to her port side and throwing out
a line: "Waddya doin’ Saturday
night?" I immediately hoisted
anchor for unchartered territory
and spotted a new armada in the
last row; a classy clipper with a
red-hulled paint job, especially.

ti’s, I upped periscope for signs
"I’m a senior
of possible blonde ships lurking
nearby. Sighting one with super- myregistration
duperstructure I cruised over to Proudly,
drop anchor and 3 -ringed binder. [
"I’m ’assotiated
My eyeball semaphore system. da Choppa fleet."
being somewhat on the wink, fair- and floated away

mu
It
itefele
It
she cal

ARROW Glen
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Bar& Hum Welfare (Bacteri- 1 J . PAUL
SliEr.121’
h l’
1001 is for non -showering I says:"Gives you,"
logy
r hai;
students who swear they "hum" ape-earanicc!"
because sweat rolls down their -,[( s- a--[.. e [ [ 0
back.
Just a little by
However, we refuse to mention
of Wiidroor
what Special Problems (Moto*
and ...VVOWi

the trim -fitting

eartkpeople
I ammo

by

Get WILDROOT
CREAM -OIL Charlie!

Great buyi

tii’
iutIltItI 1111111111 fit if I 1111 lIttItIttI II

"Hello, there,"I boomed, "I-ah. [
guess we’re both in this together.
Heh-heh." But she was talking to
a battleship who had pulled up
alongside her starboard railing. I
Pardon my saying so. but I reloaded: "I-ah, hear Gundersehalrather fancy myself a man who gen is really rough on freshmen!" [
understands women, So I know I had struck her engine-room and
there still are plenty of dames she was leaking personality. ,
around who go for the sentimental
No! You re kidding! she said,[
valentine. You know lots of lace 1
her head swiveling about on its!
and hearts and flowers. Well, this!
I urre t. "Re-e-e-e-e-ally?" She
year they get a bonus stuff like.
would be C -worthy in this cla.as.
insets of silk tapestry and photographs, in color yet.
"Yeah, he eats ’em for breakBut me. I kinda like one that fast,"I recoiled, both barrels redshows a cokney girl in a shawl . hot. "What was the name?’ I
and a crazy hat, dripping in roses. asked, logging her in at 0738.1itit
She’s saying "’ow ’bout it? That’s’ Mr. Battleship was coming to The
cockney, you know. Anyway, this rPselto
card has snob appeal. Your friend
willthink you got in to see
Fair Lady."

Store With A
College Educati[0:

lIndustrial

affected

how mice are

"THIS IS hIlfTHIN’

gent on another card, top-hatted
and all. "Stick
ith me, Valentine," be tells the party of the
see
I part, "and you’ll be wearing radi.lies as big as di
Is."
What gives. I asked W. R. 51ecloskey, of Hallmark Cards.
So
help me this is what he said:
"Americans are romantic and
sentimental, it’s true, but many
of them like to blend a good portion of wit and humor with their
affection. It doesn’t mean they
think any less of the persons to
whom they send the cards."
McCloskey showed me some
move new Valentines. There was
one with a guy on the front who
looks like the First of January.
"Since I met you," he says, "I
can’t sleep, I can’t eat. I can’t
drink. . . . "
he explained.
"I’m broke."
Now don’t get roe wrong. Von
don’t have to send a funny Valentine. Metloskey says lots of
folks stick to the conventional
type. convention being what it
is today, there are more of these
eard than ever.

Lab

1371 for psychology majors, shows

Modern Valentines Insult
Romance, Claims Cupid
By DAN CUPID

is designed

what you did in the last finals
"gas-History of Calif (History 1951)
is primarily for food majors who
want to know more of the background of cauliflower.
Vision Testing (Health and ily
giene 1821 is for Lyke magazine
readers who had a glimpse of the
naughty picture.
Net wk Syn-FDR K DS
peering 202) would be fine foi
hieroglyphics majors who ha
psychoses, neurosis traumas or ca tatonic convulsions.
Special P r o b 1 e m s (Zoology
150) contains valuable information for any student W110 111.himself to be bred by
lie% e%
with es. (Males only ).
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Students Earn ’A’
In ’Crime’ Course

Lincoln: The Spirit of America
By JERRY NACHMAN
When the portrait of America is finally pairrted, it will look very
Abraham Lincoln:
much like
It will have his leathery face, pitted and blemished like the bat.
wars .
tlefields of too many
It will have his dark eyes, very somber and still, as they reflect
storm of nearly two centuries . . .
the calm and the
it aril catch the vibrance of his laugh; the laughing Spirit
01.16, marching and whistling to "Yankee Doodle Dandy." ...
The painting will be shaded a melancholy grey, as he thinks the
thoughts of history and a million people . . .
It will be outlined in his craggy features, like the granite sculpMt. Rushmore that juts mystically from the white
ture of him on
if a part of them . .
slabs of nick as
This drawing of America will he seen in the shadowy silhouette of the Man; that familiar lean figure, bending across the
Continent from Appomattox to the Alamo

jaunty East. On his forehead, the furorws of a thousand Midestern farmlands, lie win talk with the slow, eiusyeflowing drawl
of H Inv:., rasy-goIng south. ilk hair is scraggly, like the fron-

of a scraggly westuncombed and unronmed. . . .
The Country, like the Man, will have a twinkle in its eye and a
tall -tale upon its tongue . .
The long arms of this prince of presidents will be wrapped around
the coastlines with the love of a father protecting an only child, his
wrinkled hands clasped at once on the Washington shoulder and the
Florida arm. . . .
These are the ’long and delicate hands of the artisan. But they
are veined and calloused and wiry like the builder and pioneer. These
are the hands belonging to a country that has worked and prayed,
fought and played, and that now are rested ...
tiers
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Dick Robinson Meets Informally
With Student Council Members

Meeting informally last night at
the home of ASB Pres, Dick Robinson, new and old members of
the Student Council, class of
and administrative deans
held a "get acquainted.’ session
to begin the spring’ semester.
A student government sub-committee set.up to study the problem of the importance of class
councils, reported on their findings.
"We know there will probably
always be a lack of participation
in class councils," Robinson de-

ADVANCED

WEAPON DEVELOPMENT
tInderfaler Ordnance
Guided Missile Science
Electronic Technology at
Rocketry

U.S. NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STATION
Passelona,

Ch,ra

The Navy’s largest ordnance research and
Iseelepateet center.
OUTSTANDING SAO fit OPPORTUNITIES
in Research. Development, Test end
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Aeronautical Engineers
Electronic Engineers
Mechalical Engineers
PhysiCisls
Electropic Scisetists
BACHELOR and ADVANCED DEGREES
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our Professional Representative in your

Placement Director’s office on Friday.
February 13th. aril &uric. stoploymsto
policies apply.

Seniors Must Apply

dared, "but we’re trying to learn clause rather vague, so we’e
how we can work around it now." added a few parts, including :r
way to recognize clubs who have
Chairmen of the major government committees attended the previously been recognized but
have gone inactive," Robinson ansocial gathering as well as all
nounced.
student council members, new
class presidents and the faculty
Recognition of the Gavel alio
advisers who work with student Rostrum, the San Jose State di’ government throughout the se- bate club, is also expected at th.
mester.
meeting. The organization will
hold its first debate in March
The group reviewed their activiagainst the West Point debate
ties of the fall semester and dissquad.
cussed possible plans for the coming months including plans to
improve the allocation of student
finances at SJS.

Ski Club
Plans Trip

Robinson reported to the group
on the response from the campus
fraternities regarding racial restrictive clauses in their constitutions. He estimated that about
Plans for the second snow trip
nearly all of the fraternities an_
studying the situation and many of the year are now being marl have taken steps to eliminate such by the San Jose State Ski Club
clauses from their constitution. according to Ski Club President
Robinson stated that he hopes Dick Montgomery. The weekend
to continue regular meetings with trip will be made to Heavenly
all major committee chairmen on Valley Feb. 20-22 and is open to
an every two week or monthly Ski Club members and their
basis for the coming semester.
guests.
The meetings, he stated, will help
each committee to communicate
Two busses will be chartered for
land Co-ordinate their plans and the weekend activity which will
will prevent overlapping of activicost an approximate $14. The
ties.
sum includes bus transportation
He stated that the council is two nights’ lodging, three meal
now considering the possibility of
andfree ski lessons.
sending out a monthly communications bulletin to student governThe Ski Club will meet nest
ment committeemen to keep them Tuesday, Feb. 17, to plan the
informed of campus activities.
winter snow event. Students inFirst regular meeting of the terested in joining the Ski Chi,
new semester for the Student may do so by paying $5 dues at
Council will be held next Wednes- the Student Affairs Business Or-day.
flee. Sign-up sheets for the snim
Final ratification of the ASB trip will also be available in the
by-laws concerning a change in Student Affairs office.
the system for recognition of clubs
Ski lessons will be provided in
tops the agenda for the meeting. top ski instructors, many er
The council has worked on the whom have graduated from lb
’recognition clause with the hope Ski Club to the San Jose State
of strengthening it.
Ski team. "Many new member,
"We found the recognition ha -’e joined Ski Club to take al vantage of these free lessons:
Montgomery declared.

Don’t Get Sore
USED BOOKS
GALORE

Further information regardin.
the Ski Club and its activitir
can be obtained by calling se,
retary Sally Sargent at the Cl.
Omega house or by attending tb.
next Ski Club meeting Feb. 17 at 7
p.m. in S142.

Rain! Sun?
Occasional rain with periods of
sunshine is forecast for San Jose
and vicinity today. Possible showers are predicted tonight with
heavier rains to continue Thursday. High today is expected to be
from 50-55 degrees, with a low of
45-50 degrees tonight.
Continued cool weather will prevail in the next two days.

Have a WORLD of FUN!
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Aegler Entrants Due
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degrees for the spring

and summer session
must file application for graduation before Feb. 27.
Major -minor sheets must be
on file in the Reghstrair’s office before an appointment may
be scheduled.

BUFFALO, at
UPI) When
the University of Buffalo decided
to install toll gates on its tour
parking lots, it underestimated
student -resourcefulness."

The gates were set up so that
an incoming car needs only to I
pass over a treadle to enter, but
on leaving a dime must be deposited to raise the wooden arm.’
At least that’s the way it was
intended.
At first, the students discovered
that one car outside could roll ’
back ,and forth over the treadle
and let any number of cars out
A portrait of America is an intricate work of art and het
free. Later, according to UB’s
somehow the face of Lincoln Is easy to read, for in all its comchief engineer James W. Sarre,
plexity of character titers’ Is simplicity of the humblest nature ...
the car was replaced by manBut the face of Lincoln is the face of America. There is the life- powerseven or eight burly colblood of a Nation’s people flowing in his body . . .
legians jumping up and down on
And it is not a coincidence at all that Abraham Lincoln resembles the treadle.
another favorite citizen: a man in red-and-white striped trousers, tall
And then there were the less
star-spangled hat, and white beard.
sophisticated undergraduates who
He is merely Lincoln grown older but we call him Uncle Sam.
broke the wooden arms off so
often (more than 200 times) that
the university had to start turning them out in the carpenter’s
shop to save heavy replacement
expenses.
The university has urns’ ordered
11,
new "f

It will have his rough beard, trying to camouflage a face which
common; a face deep-lined and now haggard from the
is beautifully
days of embittered struggle: a face molded and carved, chipped and
chiseled, hacked and kneaded, sanded and smoothed until at last it
1, fashioned into the weary hope of a Nation... .
Ills jaunty stove-pipe hat will be sketched In--emblem of the

iN\ owl
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PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

All bowling teams wishing to
re-register for the second round
of competition are requested to
notify Bob Bronzan, program coordinator today.
Team captains of the newly organized second league are asked
to meet In MGM at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow.

LIVE IN EUROPE FOR
80 ACTION -PACKED DAYS!
Our FABULOUS GRAND TOUR features the BEST in
SPAIN, SCANDINAVIA, and YUGOSLAVIA plus . . .
Exciting coverage off England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Belgium, France, Monaco, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein
and Germany. A real EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME. Or . . .
choose our exciting 60 -day ROYAL TOUR wirh co-ncre’-ecoverage of most major attractions plus lots of off-tne-beatertrack places. Featuring . . . ADVENTURE in fifteen European
countries, plus the BEST in SCANDINAVIA and SPAIN. SIXTY
ACTION -PACKED DAYS!
Drop us a linetodayfor your free copy of our informative
brochure, Live in Europe for 80 Days. It tells you all about how
this exciting summer -=v- be

EUR-CAL TRAVEL

BUY ALL your art supplies
at
San Jose’s LARGEST Art Store
Just 2 blocks off campus

COMPLETE SUPPLIES FOR
THESE ART COURSES:
Art 12 A -B Design
French, Randal, DeVencenzi, Arnold, Colman, Hoag,
Auvil and Carson

1128 Emerson, Polo

Alto

2308 Telegraph, Berkeley

Water Colors
ton

IT tusor

Grumbacher
titrat hrnore Papers
Red Stable!
Brushes
Plastic Pallet les
Oil Points
Winsor Newton
Gruntbacher
Canvas Panels
all sizes I
Lash’s

Art 15 Lettering
Ballarian, Spratt, Elsner

Art 23B Recreational Crafts

Color & Design
Prang Poster Sets

Art 25 A -B Drawing and Composition
Collins, DeVincenzi, Stanley, Gates, Hoag and Faus

Art 45 A-B Ceramics
Hysong, Leary and Lovers

Art 46 A -B Commercial Art
Art 55 A-B Life Drawing
Johnson and Sprat+

Art 91B Art History
Tansley and DeLaCro,

Art 106 Airbrush

Catlina Poster .tiets
15.00 Mustratirm
Board
13x18 .4rt Student
Pads
18" Ruler
Drawing Boards
Grumbacher
Designer’s Colors
Newsprint
Craft Materials

Art 107 8 Advanced Commercial Art
C0 do

Special

Art 111 A Sculpture
ons and S.

,

Art 113 Police Plastics and Sketching
H7’.0

Art 114 B Painting
Stewart and Collins

Art 120 Decoration
Vogelman

Nat;

"lit.

BULLETIN
BOARDS
1, ids
24" .n
Blue and Gold
San Jose’ Sint,’
Crest. veer,. 2

now 79c

Art 127 A Water Color
Oback and Faus

Art 133 A -B Crafts
Carson

Art 136 Public School Art

Lettering
Ledger Paper
Hunt’s PenS

Donoho, Vint, Standerger, Hammond, DeVincenzi
and Sprat+

Art 140 A-B Design and Composition

Iliggin’s India Ink

Stanley. Randel Colman and Arnold

Art 151 A -B Print Making
Auvil

Art 155A Advanced Life Drawing
Johnson
Professors John French, Donald Sanders, Richard Tansey:
Associate Professors Robert Colman, David Donoho, Warren Feu-, Wendell Gates, Theordore Johnson, Milton
Lancron. John Leary, Doris Standerfer, Leonard Stanley,
Jessie Thomas: Assistant Professors Anna Ballarian, Evelyn
Carson, Robert Collins, John DeVincenzi, Robert Douglas,
Nadine Hammond, James Lovera, Nels Oback, William
Randal, Maynard Stewart, Philip Teller, Virginia Vint,
Gladys Vogleman Instructors Kenneth Auvil, Roger Condon, Horst DeLaCroix, Wilbur Soratt, Harry Powers.

Printing Supplies
fs,ra’. I it hograph
( raven’s Wad
Pencils
Warrens Old Sts
Paper
Blm k Printing
links
(’exiting Tools
e rapers and
Burnishers
Silk Screen Colors
Prol1g

Irmo ( ’.1, sr

San Jose Paint & Wallpaper Co.
DOWNTOWN, 112 S. SECOND

VALLEY FAIR

PP’

--..1111111114
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Students
Face Work
Shortage

’Daughter’s Pen Pals
Costly,’ Says Professor
Or Paul it,as.ris, prote,sor
of English, has his way, his 15year-old daughter Ellen will be
carrying on federally subsidized
correspondence with tennagers in
my.
But such a drain on the pres(dent’s budget doesn’t sound quite
10 unfair since Ellen is on the receiving end of more than 200 avidly curious Italian teen-age letterwriters.
The dilemma has been developMg since Dr. Roberts and family
were in Italy on a Fulbright echolarship. All Dr. Roberts’ proddings
and entreaties did no good te
starting the children studying Hal.
Ian. But Italian comic books found
a spot in Ellen’s heart, so a begin.
fling was made on the language.
When the family returned to
the United States, Ellen wrote to
a Milan newspaper asking for an
Italian pen pal her age. The editor published the letter, and in a
week or so a few replies came.
Then more, and more, and more.
Ellen says she stopped counting
at about 200.
She is pleased to he a major
II

the "good
The lust (laces
old summertime" are definitely
over for hundreds of San Jose
State students,
Students who worked full time
last summer are beginning to run
out of money and need jobs in
order to stay in school.
Dr. Edward W. Clements, placement officer, and his staff are
busy the year around seeking employment for students. But this
time of the year, he said, is especially crucial for several reasons.
One reason is that this is a season of slack employment. Another
is that many students enroll, acme
entirely new some transfer from
other colleges, and some return
after absence of a semester or
more.
The employment problem is particularly acute for the numerous
married students.
Both Clements and Mrs. Kirk
Headland, in charge of student
part time job placement, stressed
the great variety of types of job,
sought by qualified students.
They prefer "trainee jobs," jobs
related to students’ major field,
of interest. These include: laboratory work, commercial art, accounting, recreation, general office work, drafting and bookkeeping.
EWMAN LENTEN ACTIVITIES
Newman Club will begin Lenten
Jobs preferred by women include positions as typist, recep- activities tonight with Ash
tionist, baby sitter, housekeeper, Wednesday Mass at 7:30 p.m. in
Newman Hall.
and cafetcria helper.
General jobs sought hy students r The ftrst lecture of the Marriage
include janitor, night watchman, Series will follow and an open
retail salesmen, senice station house will be held, according to
employe v(aiter, dish uasher, bus Bob Link, president. Other meetboy, truck driver and hespilal or- ings in the series will be held Feb.
18 and 25 and on March 4, 11 and
derly.
Students want to work three or 18.
Other Lenten activities include
fourhours a day. Some take full
time jobs, with one studcrt work- two retreats. A women’s retreat
ing mornings and another after- will be held Feb. 13-15 at St.
Claire’s retreat house in the Santa
noons.
Students are interested in jobs Cruz Mountains. St. Francis’ rethat cortieue through th.2 sum- treat house in San Juan Bautista
mer. This if. espczial’v true of will be the location for the men’s
matritd ztue:rts wtri prier not retreat, to be held March 7-9.
to move,
, Rosary will be said each day
"San Jose Stab s Is virtually a during Lent in Newman Hall
city within a city,’ said Mrs. Chapel at 5 p.m.
Headland. Our 13.000 students inThe Club also will hold seminars
ssith exper’snce and every Sunday night after 7 p.m.
elude erwn
skills in almost every occupation Mass at St. Patrick’s Church.
you car think cf.
Father John S. Duryea, chap---

suoite,olaii tor S Teenagers but
Dr. Roberts is dubious about the
honor -- especially with overseas
airmail rate at 15 cents a crack.
In an entertaining article for
the March issue of Harpers magasine, Dr. Roberts recounts the
whole story, ending with a resolution to see J. F. Dulles "about a
little matter of postage expense."
He said, "After all, if Ellen is
to be our principal spokesman in
Italy, she ought to get some support from the State Department."
Dr. Roberts and Ellen were in terviewed on an afternoon KCBS
radio show last week after Ellen
was presented with an Olivetti
typewriter from the manufacturers. At the presentation, she re ceived congratulations and encouragement from Pierre Luigi Alvera,
Italian Consul -General in San
Francisco.
Other light enjoyable experiences on the Roberts’ Fulbright excursion are recorded In Dr. Roberts’ book "Cornflakes and Beaujolais "

Clubs Hear Talks
s chvities Start

1243 New SJS Prepares
Students? For Increase
Dr: Ralph Cummings. associate
dean of students, announced acceptance of 1243 new students for
this semester - temporarily at
least.
Dean Cummings said only 572’
have been fully accepted. The rest I
are enrolled on a temporary basis’,
pending evaluation of their previous records.
Transfer students acocunt for
1084 of the total accepted. The
remaining 160 are recent high
school graduates.

SJS catered to 3623 Santa Clara
County residents during its summer session last year, and is pre.
paling for a larger enrollment for
this summer.
A recent report prepared by the .
State Department of Education
showed SJS topped California,
state colleges in summer session ’
enrollment with 6468.
Long Beach State College ran a
close second with 6209, according
to the report. and San Francisco
State College ranked third with
3891

lain, will lead weekly informal
classes at Newman Hall. Classes
to be offered include: Catholic
Faith, Tues., 4:30 p.m.; General
Ethics, Tues., 7 p.m.; Papal
Teachings in their Ilistorical
Perspective, Wed., 3:30 p.m.
The club also approved a new
constitution. Major change in the
constitution is the formation of
the offices of vice president for
religious affairs, house and recreation, social affairs and public relations. The general election date
was also changed from April to
January.
IA CLUB SPEAKER
Dr. Harold Klepfer of the General Electric Vallicitos Atomic
Laboratory will be the guest
speaker at the next meetihg of
the San Jose State Industrial
Arts Club, to be held Thurs..
Feb. 19, at 7:30 p.m. The monthly
meeting will be held in H5.
"Atoms, Electrons and Corrosion" is the topic of Dr. Klepfer’s address. He will show a film
entitled "Corrosion in Action" to
accompany his narration.
A graduate of Iowa State College, Dr. Klepfer worked for the
Institute of Atomic Research at
that university. During the past
two years he has been with General Electric as a research met,’
lurgist and has specialized in tii
metallurgy of uranium and zirconium for use as Titoim, fuels.

Books For Cash
At

ROBERTS BOOK CO.

Dean of Summer Sessions Joe
West has announced addition :it
the following Natural Science
courses’ to this year’s four-week
summer session program.
(’hem. 1025-Chemistry for Elementary Schools, 11:30-12:50, S143
Roberts (2).
(’hem. 10885-Organic Chemistry 8:30-9:20 MTWTh S164; Lab.
9:30-12:20 MTWTh S136 Embree
(2).
Geol. 1055 - Earth Science for
Elementary Schools 8:30-9:50
5258 Roberts (2).
Photo. 5S-Photography f o r
Teachers 7-9:50 S3 Card (2).
Photo. 245-Photography for
Fun 11:30-12:50 S3 Card (21:
WI. Ed. 1085-Using Elementary
Science Books 8:30-9:50 S222 Addl.
colt (2).
Mel. Ed. 1105-Science Experiments for the Elementary School
Classroom 10:30-1:20 S222 Add, colt (2).
Changes in the six-week session
Include:
Ed. 2005-Public School Administration and SupervisPin 1:302:20 T11155 Curtis (2) (Instead of
Ed. 202S at 1:10).
Engl. SOBS-English Literature
8:55-10:10 TH26 Guth (3). (Not
European Literature).
Summer schedules are now
available either in the Spartan
Bookstore or Admin. 144. The sixweek session will begin on June
22 and close July 31. The fourweek session runs from August
3 to 28. There also will be a number of shorter workshops and Conferences, several of them cominy
during inter-session week, Jun,
15 to 19 said I )..art

Expansion Plans
Continue at SJS

Alpha l’hi Omega, tutiniele.
erviee fraternO, In cooper/oval sem lee Milation 511th
Mrslion, still otter Jai/dent%
The present frail...block-square block (In the rear ,
eogrit card that Hilt ease costs
area of the SJS campus will be building) bounded by San Fte:
of automobile operation.
expanded by the addition of an., do, Ninth, San Antonio and
Tenth
The enrd, honored at flank’s
other square block If a bill intro- streets be acquired by th
Shell Menke, 1 it h and Santa
assembly is The site is presently u
state
the
into
duced
residenatita;
Clara Ste., Hill lie good for the
I passed, according to Assemblyman area.
following eta rates:
Clark L. Bradley (R -San Jose).
Money
for
the project Br
-Two cent". off on each gallon
Bradley, who is preparing the said, would come from the
of gas.
state
the
proposed
budget
it
amendment.
measure, said that
-Ten cents off on each quart
of oil.
-Fifty cents off on lithrlea.
Bon service.
-Fifteen per cent on all
ports anti oceessories.
-.Sod 10 per cent on all labor
charges.
i
Price to students Is 30 vents.
A column of incidental intelligence
,
e
Cords ore tin sale In the stuby jOCKell/ brand
dent union, and In better
weather will go on sale In the
otater quad. They also are on
sale at flank’s Senice.
"WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING"
7
Bible scholars know that tit!s
ko
expression wasn’t born with
’
Red Riding Hood. It’s from
THE RIVERSIDE
Matthew, V11, 15:

.

11110 SAID IT rIRST

GOLF CLUB

’Beware of false prophets,
which come to you in
sheep’s clotrUng, but in
wordly they we ravening

STUDENT GOLF SPECIAL
Daily Rates

Monthly Rates
88.50 Mon. - Fri.
FRED BETHEL, Club Pro

CV 4-1088
Just 2’ 1 miles So. of Coyote
(20 min. from S.J.)

r
.

14.95 Value
$995

COLORS

ALL SIZES
PLEATED

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)...
pick up the rules as you go along?
4. When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?

$0"
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"MARY HAD A LITTLE LAME"
If you think this familiar poem
is authentic Mother Goose,
think again. Nobody knows
who wrote Mother Goose, but
your librarian will tell you
that Sarah Josephs Hole
composed the stanzas obout
Mary and her academic lamb
way back in 1830.

,

Talk about originality! Jockey
brand hos created a new
kind of brief brief ! Called
SKANTS, this new brief is
bikini -cut -high ot the sides,
low at the waist. Made of
100% stretch nylon, SKANTS
provide maximum comfort
and freedom of movement
with minimum coverage.
Ask for Jockey SKANTS at
your favorite campus store.
You can get ’em in colors, too
(red, black, maize, light blue,
light grey) as well as white.
Get the genuine. Look for the
famous Jockey trade mark!
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ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS)
AND FIND OUT!*

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope out the meaning yourself?

A ri

\

i-r....-- ..--.- ..."
/
....--71,
’,...

6. When deciding on what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?

1

Fellolvi
rises, r)
,sere hon,
Surtola

...
..

5. In buying a radio, would you he
influenced more by (A) low price, or
(B) product features despite a
slightly higher price?

A

...Lnistrat
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SKANTS’ brief
by Jockey,

119 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Open Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

1. If you were about to buy an automobile,
A
would you (A) study the road-test
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
the car that looks best to you?

,

41

-.......qk

SLAX

2. When confronted with a menu with
lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter’s recommendation?
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Free
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"HAIL FELLOW WELL MET"
We consider this description a
compliment today, but it
didn’t start out that way at
all. The original is in Jonathan Swift’s, "My lady’s lamentotion."
"Hail, fellow; well fret,
All dirty and wet;
Find out if you con,
Who’s matter, who’s roan."

ALL WOOL
FLANNEL

IVY &

HO!

Decio,ertfelfaidearnsei.H:s at::(

$1.50 per day, Mon. - Fri.
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o You Think for Yourself?(

Cash For Books
And

Summer Dean Discount Offer
Lists Adds
For Schedule

Pow

8. When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter?

9. In choosing a filter cigarette,
(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (Ili do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision?

A

’If you checked (A) on three out of the first
four questions, and (B) on four out of the last
fire . . . you really think for yourself!

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows -

l’a

c

AD
r-7

A

A

B

If you’re the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
test n the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man’s filter and
a smoking man’s taste.

On Fourth St. opposite the Library

AI
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off.
pit

PA
Fa el ’liar
pack Or
crush.
proof
rot

5
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN
TASTE!
FILTER
A SMOKING MAN’S

Colleagues
Honor
Hcir cleroads

w Aft
rhafl.
renth
state
ential
.adley
state

ilarcleroad’s
D Fitii
nea
uintment as president of the
mole& County State College
informal "good ,
brought a round of
,Aes" parties for Dr. and Mrs.
jlarcleroad last month.
pr. Harcleroad’s position as first
president of the new state college
Feb. 1.
sos effective
&IS President and Mrs. John T.
Wahlquist were hosts at a dinner
served in one of the private dining
rooms of the Spartan Cafeteria
included division
Jan. 21. Guests
chairmen and members of the administrative staff and their wives.
An informal "coffee hour" was
Cafeteria for the Harheld in the
Jan.
cleroads Thursday morning,
;9 The reception was attended by
.Iministrators and faculty memmore than 40
bers representIng
departments over which Dean
1-farcleroad had presided as the
chief academic officer of the col -

Harcleroad
Joe H West N ame d Announces
Students Need Health
ACSC Jobs
Dean of College
InsuranceDr. Gra
Writriesilpy. robrinry it. 1959

adPARTAN 11,411.9-3

Alameda County State Can.
President Fred F. Harcleroad this
Ne, acting dean of the college
week announced appointment 01
.
"Complicated
is Joe H. West, succeeding Dr.
two San JOSP State College adthe scope of the campus health
Fred F. Harcleroad.
ministrators to the staff of Eic
service," according to the service’s
Appointment recently was annewly organized state college.
director, Dr. Thomas J. Gray.
nounced by Pres. John T. Wahl Dr. C. Richard Purdy, dean of
In an interview held recently,
quint, who also named Dr. John
sciences and occupations, and Di
he said comprehensive medical
W. Gilbautsh as new assistant to
Lyle D. Edmison, one of SJS .
care must be referred to private
the president.
testing officers, will follow In
President John ’I’. Wahl. practlt Loners.
Dr. Gilbaugh, associate proHarcleroad, former dean of San ,
He pointed out that complicafesmor of eshwation and author
Jose State, to Alameda State (mist last week was named chairtions resulting from colds or other
of a recent nosel entitled, ....he
, College March 1.
man of a three-man committee to!
Bull With the Golder] Horns,"
Dr. Purdy will step into the study the possibility of making common irritations are outside the
Is assisting Dean West In his
position of dean of instruction state cqlleges eligible to issue restrictions placed on the health
service.
temporary duties as college
and Dr. Edmison will he the as- doctoral degrees.
dean.
Therefore, he said, students
sociate dean of admissions at the’ California’s state college presimust arrange for insurance or othAsked how he is reconciling the
new college.
dents met last Wedne’s’day to betwo full-time positions of educaDean Purdy has been on the gin the study by activating the er protection by their own action.
tional services dean and dean of
Asked what he believed was a
SUS faculty since 1946, beginning
committee which includes Dr.
the college, West jokingly said:
as a mathematics instructor. In Wahlquist, former SJS Dean Fred good health plan, he replied. the
"I am spending most of my time
1957, he was appointed dean of F. Harcleroad and Sail Diego ’health plan offered by the Cali in the corridor between the two
sciences and occupations after , State College President MiltOn fornla Physicians’ Sem ice provides
offices,"
by far the most comprehensive cc.
being a professor of mathematics Loy,
JOE H. WEST
DR. JOHN W. GILBAUGH
verage for the cost."
In 1929, Dean West came to San
and curriculum coordinator. DurThe
group
aims
to
raise
,
Following commencement exertheHe
Jose from New Mexico Stab.
ing the past year he has been I
said a major point in favor
state
college
curricula
to
the
doe,
cises, Dr an d Mrs. Hareleroad PEACE IN VIRGINIA
Teachers College from which he
acting head of the mathematics
if the CPS plan is that it is di.
ALE:NANDRIA, Vs,. (UPI) I
torate
field.
At
present,
the
L’nisere honored at a dinner at the
obtained his A.11, degree; he
department,
reefed by physicians, add is not
versity of California is the only ,
Portola Valley home of Dr. Ger- Nine Negro children entered three taught there for two years.
Concerning his appointment as state-supported college permitted, 1 c(mmercial concern It is a non.
rude W. Cavins, an assistant to previously all-white schools withprofiit organization, a.nd the plan
the new Alameda State College to issue doctors’
Beginning as registrar, Dean
degrees.
Dean Harcleroad. Members of his out. incident yesterday to make West was
available to SJS students has been
dean
of
instruction,
Dr.
Purdy
appointed
dean
of
perPurpose behind efforts to include designed especially for them.
office staff were guests on this Alexandria the third Virginia city sonnel and
stated, "I approach this with
guidance In 1945,
- ’ ,
.
to integrate its .schools peacefully
the
doctors
degree
n
the
state
i
occasion
I aixed emotions. After 13 years
dean of student. In 1950, and
. Dr. Gray said a contract was
:it San Jose State, one lays roots college realm is the prospective signed by the Associated Student
dean of edueutional services and
shortage
hortage
of
teachers
for
colleges,
doam that are not easy to sever."
.0111101111. sessions In 1954.
State college presidents studied Body, CPS, and the Santa Clara
President Jahn T. Ss:Almost tits
Dr. Purdy holds an A.B. de.- a report which estimates that col. ’ County Medical Assn. including
As assistant to President Wahl- i
. ’ announced the following additions gree from Iowa State Teachers
quint, Dr. Gilbatigh currently is
leges in California will need 42.444 the standard framework of CPS.
with special clauses for this parprocessing San Jose State faculty and replacements of faculty for College, an MS. degree from the new instructors by 1970.
ticular contract
University of Chicago and Ed. I)
applicants ’and is in charge of ’ the spring semester.
degree from Stanford University.
Curriculum Reporter, an informa.
Alan K. Young will instruct
I Isl.
publication on curriculum .
Dr. &Unison also expressed reEnglish classes in the absence of ’
changes.
gret in leaving San Jose and the
1Dr. James 0. Wood, English proComing to SJS from Kansas ’ fessor, who will be on sabbatical. friends he has matte here. "It’s
been a pleasure to work with the
State College in 1956 attire he Young received
his B.A. from liar270 W. SAN CARLOS
CY 3.7366
wata an a"imtan1 Pr"""r air . vard in 1949 and his MA. in 1956 , people of San Jose these last titreyears," he declared. He stated that
education, Dr. tillhaitgit instruct- , from the University
of California. I he
, _ considers the challenge of get ed currlettl
rourses and other .
George Burt has been employed nag a new college started "in education classes before taking
XTRA MILEAGE
IS an assistant in the Psychology trigning- and added, "I’m lookin:
his new position.
Department. He received his A.B. forward to the experience of hell.
He is the author of several , ,,it sjs in 1957,
i ing establish a new school."
books and magazine articles. His
David J. Chapman will join the ; In 1955 Dr. Edmison joined tile
most recent book, "The Bull With
$995
staff of the Speech and Drama De- ’ SJS psychology department facthe Golden Horns," depicts the expartment as an instructor. He re- ulty and worked as a testing (Alb
Exch. and Tax
periences of a school superintendeeised his A.B. degree in 1955 eer as well. Before corning to
ent in a small wheat and cattle
from the University of Nebraska. San Jose, he taught at the Univertown in the Midveest.
Motor Tune-up
Brake Work
David Feldman will replace Pro- sity of Nebraska from 1951 to
lessor Douglas Hardy, associate 1954. lie received his AS., M.A.
Wheel Alignment
Car Polishing
professor of sociology, who will and Ph.D. from that university
Richfield Gas
Goodyear Tires
take a sabbatical leave. Feldman and was a counseling psychologist
attended San Diego State where there for one year.
he earned his B.A. He received his
M.A. at Stanford University in
1955.
San Jose State, largest of the
A Campus -to -Career Case History
Bert Bananno, Roger aterandleas
California state colleges in fulland Duey Thornton will be instruc.
time equivalent enrollment of reg- tars
in the men’s physical educaN.774-zWek’’ .
ular students, will lose its lead in
’ tam department. Dr. Charles Walless than five years to Long Beach
ker, professor of physical educaState College.
tion will be on sabbatical leave.
The prediction was made in a reIlonanno. who has been a stuport by the State Department of
Education and received by Pres. dent coaching assistant at SJS.
, received his B.A. last year. McJohn T. Wahlquist.
In 1963-64 SJS will be over- Candless received his B.A. last setaken by Long Beach and in the mester. Thornton, the third new
As low as $774 from New York ... 40 days
following year by both Long Beach assistant, received his B.A. in 195a.
Milton C.- ?Ariz will be an asNo Pan Am is offering a fabulous series of special student
and Los Angeles State Colleges.
l,sr, that feature the new Boeing 707 Jet Clippere
By 1970 the estimated enroll- sistant professor in the physical
uorld’s fastest airlinersbetween New York and Europe.
ment at SJS will be 21,100 -- ! science department. He received
Na extra fare for the extra speed and comfort.
nearly 10,000 more students than his MS. in 1956 from the Univer(if all the areas of the world, Europe is most suited to
! is expected to enroll next year. sity of California at Los Angeles
the type of unusual, adventurous travel you want. There
SJS next year is expected to I and now is working toward a Ph.
are literally dozens of tours for you to choose from, many
have some 11,400 regular full- D. at the Berkeley campus.
offering academic credits. And what’s more, there’s
tfme students, with a Jump to 15,plenty of free time left for you to roam about on your own.
500 by 1965.
Full-time equivalent enrollFrom Midwest ’and \Vest Coast Cities, other direct
Pan Am services are available on radar -equipped, Douglasment is derived by dividing by
built "Super-7" Clippers.
15 the total number of units of
credit for which all regular sttiCall your Travel Agent, Pan American, or send in the
dents are registered.
coupon below for full information.
The actual number of campus
students. including those who , Eight SJS professors recently
carry less than 15 units, is sub- , have completed work for their
Fiend to:
stantially higher than the full- Ph.D. degrees and two professors
Gcorge Gardner, Educational Director
John O’Neil likes the interesting contact, lib, job gives hits. 41 lelt, he Wks with Bill Show,
have received Ed.D. degrees, acPan American, Box 1908, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
time equivalent figures.
Nfanager of radio station ASV. about the baseball reporting service John helped develop. At
cord ing to Pres. John T. Wahls.nil free l’oh Am 114.hday 0405 1)0011right, lie dbeiewe. a prisatedine telephone serviee with It. E. kaelder. Pre.ident of The Pateitir
11.1
sp,i0.1 Student Thum to Europe.
DEAT H TOLL CLIMBS
I past.
Coast Stock Eschatise. San Francisco
ST. LOUIS (17P11Death toll
Receiving their Ph.D. degrees
’from the tornado which devastated were Dr. Ralph J. Fessenden, asparts of this Mississippi River sistant professor of chemistry, :
metropolis yesterday climbed to University of California; Dr, John
21 last night as workmen con- Tsung Fen Km, assistant profesSher
tinued to dig into the debris.
sor of geology, Stanford UniverW0111.0S MOST EY PP PI,NP FO ATP I INC
sity; Dr. James L. McGaugh, assistant professor of psychology,
I.. do the J011... 111 the may John puts it.
University of California; Dr. JuSan Francisco baseball taus don’t know
lian B. Roebuck, assistant profesit, but they’re indebted to John H. O’Neil
John joined Pacific Telephone after
sor of sociology, University of
of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph
graduating from the Unisersity of Cali.
Maryland.
Company.
fornia with an A.B. degree in 1956. He
Dr. Ivan D. Ruggles, assistant
%%anted to work into management through
John made it possible for them to get
professor of mathematics, Iowa
Sales and as. im pressed a ith the trainupdo-the-minute reports mi Giants baseState College; Dr. Leslie Stephen.
ing program and ads aneement worm ball games last season. Be sold radio
son, assistant professor of indus!lilies offered by the Telephone Cowan% .
station KSFO on the idea of recor.ding
trial arts, Ohio State University; ,
announcements using
inning-by
"As a Telephone Ciimpans salesman.
Dr. Dmitri F.. Thoro, assistant proautomatic ESS111.ring equipment. Eans
I deal with miners and managers of topfessor of mathematics, University
phone
an
ails
ertised
%mild simply dial
level businesses,- John sass. "bevy
-if Florida; Dr. Ralph N. Town.
number. The senile began last Angus,.
contact is a challenge to solve a commie.
send, assistant professor of mathearid ads a big hit.
ideation problem or to sell an idea for
matics. University of Illinois.
;
Niter Pen ice. What’s more, Pm getting
That’s an example of the kind of rreAssistant professors recently .
s aluable experionee that ss ill help me
atise selling John does. "Vii’ nails sell
having earned Edit, degrees are ,
mole ahead in the telephone business."
an idea and then pros ide the equipment
Dr. lenses R. Runge, education,
GAS
Stanford;
Dr.
Reginald
W.
ShepOIL
MECHANICAL
herd, business, Stanford.
g men alio are finding inO’Neil is one of mans s
LUBRICATION
WASHING
WORK of all kinds
Wendall N. Gates. associate proC
ramjet*. Find
teresting careers iii ilie Dell Tell pl
fessor of art,
Mrs. Eleanor P
aid% fin‘ Bill
ont al
t tlie opportiiiiiiie. for viii..
BEL L
Mann, assistant professor of cell icaer ssItcsi 111’ 1.11. sour ramp’’, anti ran,
TELEPHONE
national therapy, and William G. -;
Dell Telephone 11.101,111 MI 1111. ill souls. l’Ineemetit Office.
COMPANIES
Randal, assistant professor of art,
COLLEGE
THE
dehave
received
NEAR
their
master’s
AREA
LARGEST PARKING
grecs.
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SJS May Offer
Ph.D. Degrees

Wahlquist
Announces
New Faculty

GRUVER TIRE CO.
"3-K’

RECAPS.

SJS May Lose
Numbers Race

Eight SJS Profs
R
eceive Ph.D.s

He sells ideasto sell
communications

PARKING FOR SPRING
SEMESTER

come in and arrange for your
iON’T WAIT
parking now. Limited spcce3 available. Look
at the covenience!
PARKING AND CAR SERVICE AT ONE LOCATION

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
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This Coed Aims for TV Stardo

Wednesday, Febrile*, 11. 1939

omen

By JOANNE OSMAN
San Jose State sophomore Darlene Bills, a lithe Kim Novak -type
beauty, is on her way to stardom
at the tender age of 19!
Miss Bills, who has long been
ailed on campus for her beatify
she was a LYKEABLE Doll last
year), is presently lending her
harms to "The Record Hop." a
five -times -a-week San Jose TV
show designated to let teenagers
1.0 -bob their troubles away.
As a combination hostess, coordinator and girl Friday for
the program’s moderator, Darlene greets the high school
guests each day, demonstrates
and products to the
salltpies
atalienet. and site on a tall stool
exchanging quips with the emcee.
Proud of the fact that not many
entertainers can boast of having
a television show while yet in
their teens, Darlene now states
that she is looking forward to a
career in TV.
Just a year ago. Darlene was
chosen Miss San Jose of 1958 and
represented this city in the Miss
Santa Clara County contest. She
placed second in the competition
hut caught the attention of

Another Kim Novak?
This 14-etty SJS coed is 19 -year-old paricii. Bills, a sophomore
with aspirations of lx coming a charmer in the television business.
Not unfamiliar with beauty contest honors, she now is a member
of a television show. Sorry, boys, no phone number was available.

NOW

OPEN

HAPPY COIN LAUNDERETTE
(Self Service)
246 and WiLLIAM
DO IT YOURSELF and save up to 50%
. Ckcico of!
Agitator cr Tumbler Machines
PLENTY OF PARKING
WE NEVER CLOSE
l St-top, Enjoy Yourself

HonorSociety
Initiates 35
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholarship society, initiated 35 San
Jose State students into their SJS
chapter at the conclusion of the
semester. The majority of the
initiates were graduating seniors.
Dr. Lawrence Mottat, professor
of speech, delivered an address
entitled "A Preference for Gray"
at the initiation ceremony held in
the college chapel.
SJS President John T. Wahlquist
and Dr. Fred F. Harcleroad. president -designate of the new Alameda State College, participated
in the ceremony. Presiding over
the meeting was Chapter President Dr. H. Robert Patterson.

Patronize Our Advertisers

LAw
AGM. EBNZn (}1.:esPtlei sct.
Yesterday
led the Legislature to move
rapidki;
(Thee on legislation
10 N, lei can
to curb any.
the TV Scout, also asked her to meeting. "It might mean 1 is ii br. Lekk
--and
_
Folio
Foto
’ Join the teenage dance program as accepted into the 20th Century I Elvis Presley’s
Fox talent school In Hollywood" look good!
a regular.
Beginning her career as a she declared, acting, "But even if
professional model, two years I get it, I might decline becau.,.
ago Darlene was chosen to I already have my own TV sh,,s,
play the part of a teenage here!"
Clanaified Rates:
Although she has no definite
daughter In a 15 -minute short
2k a line first insertion
put out by the American Res- plans for the future, the outlook
20e a lino suscondino
taurant Association. For the can’t help but be bright for this
in"’
Col. Howard E. Brown, head of
2 lines minimum.
role. Darlene was flown to Ore- SJS lovely. Darlene plans to conState Air Force To Place an Ad:
Jose
San
the
and
on"
gon and Los Angeles on an all - tinue modeling "off and
Call at Student Affairs (Mite
expense -paid trip. Three days although she’s a speech and ROTC staff from 1948 to 1932, has
Room 16, Tower Mel
of work stretching over a two drama major now, she also is been awarded the Air Force ComNo Phone Orders
the,
business courses "on
id
week period netted the talented
Brig.
Gen.
John
Medal.
mendation
miss $450, "Enough to pay my side."
FOR RENT
A native of Helper, Utah, K. Hester made the presentation Vets
way through school that year,"
to shore 3 bdrrn, home with
FranSan
uaa
Darlene lived in tlw
she recalls.
to Col. Brown in recent cere- $50. MA 1.3200, E. 3t3 day. On Seery
Only last Thanksgiving, Dar- cisco-San Jose area nearly all
at Barksdale Air St.. Tropicana, after 6:30 p.m.
held
monies
Jose
San
in
lene again went before the movie her life. She Uses
Very Orange apt, for rent. I 6:k.
cameras, this time at 20th Cen- with her family while attend- Force Base, La.
col. Cheep. CY 2.7448 or CY 2.6410
tury Fox Studios. Ben Bard, head ing SJS.
Brown earned the medal for
with 1i5. priv. 52
MenRms,
I
Darlene
If you want to catch
of new talent, interviewed Darmeritorious service as commander CY 2-1506.
lene last November and now she is on your TV screen, tune in some
Squadof the 30th Bombardment
awaiting the outcome of that evening at 6 p.m. She’s one of the
ron between 1954 and 1958. He is Vweaterbceiliths 146s13..S.K110 fh.’CV4.-:;BraS
Pr’ Le
Pr"
orc
FOR SALE
Forceemail;
443004" tines fulne-; and
whorl
the Barksdale Air Force Rase.
M. After 5:30. Ken Mer-rser CY Stra
Rushing activities for San girl must attend at least thi
Jose State’s 12 sororities and 14’ functions to be eligible to recei%
WRITING
WE ARE
fraternities will get under way a bid from any one house. It::
Saturday, according to the Activi- will be mailed from the Penh,
All Forms of Automobile Insurance
ties office.
lenic Office.
For All Drivers
A series of five functions, beRushing for sororities will last
ginning with a mandatory open until the end of spring semester.
In particular Unmarried Male Drivers
house, will be held by all fra- Rushees are advised that the maUnder the Age of 25
ternity houses. The first three jority of houses probably will be
rush socials will be informal, with holding functions the first eight
date functions on weekends. Fra- weeks of the semester only. A
FIRE - THEFT - COLLISION
ternity bids will be issued Feb. 23. girl may attend a party without
BODILY INJURY and PROPERTY DAMAGE
All male students on clear registering, but she must register
WRITTEN ON A MONTHLY, SEMI-ANNLAI
standing carrying 12 or more before accepting a second invitaOR ANNUAL BASIS
units are eligible to rush. An tion.
orientation meeting will be held
Further information on fraternSaturday, at noon in Morris Dailey ities may be obtained from Tom
GEORGE D. LANNIN Co.
Auditorium. At that time, rushees Liles, IFC. Rushing Chairman.
will pay the $2 Interfraternity or Robert Baron in Admin. 242
34 North 3rd St.
Council fee and receive a schedule Sorority rush information also is
CY 5.7131
San Jose, Calif.
card for open house functions. available in Admin. 242.
Open houses will begin immediately following this meeting, so
men should dress accordingly.
Sorority rushing will take the
form of open bidding, with the,
type and number of parties to be
decided by each house. Girls on
Clear standing carrying 12 or more
units may register at any time
this semester in the Activities
office, Admin. 242.
Invitations for sorority functions will be delivered by mail or
telephone to individual giris
A

Seniors and
Graduate
Students
in

Engineering
Business
Physical Science
Liberal Arts
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It’s Rushing Time Aga i n
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ter Tareytons are
and alreads New Dual
the big smoke on Amerii.in campuses! How
come? It’s because the unique Duni Filter
does more than just give you high filtration.
It selects and balances the flavor elements
in the snioke to bring out the best in fine
tobacco taste. Try ’I areytous 10(l11)in the
bright new pack!
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Here’s why Tareyton’s Dual filter
filters as no single filter can:
the eft:

c,t a pure white outer filter .
2. with the additional filtering achor
ACTWATED CHARCOAL in a unique inn,
filter. The extraordinary purifyingTah
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SJS Boxers To Meet
Sacramento T onigh t

APART

Spartan Matmen Face FWredo"eadas h veBasebal brua rY l e19r59S
Open Drills Today

nbeaten Cal Tonight

San Jose State varsity boxing squad will meet Sacramento State’
tonight with action slated to get under way at 8 in Spartan gym.
I Weather permitting, the fresh
... Sports Editor
Coach Julie Menendez will send his Spartan sluggers against the
Two ondel...0,-,1 wrestling Willis
By HARVEY JOHNSON
Mary Rodriquez 130 man baseball squad will condoct
Sacramento
in
what
powerful
Hornets
from
is
of
expected
to be top lay their Perfect records on the lbs., Dick Alderson. 137 lbs., Le- its first practice at Spartan lield
xiye and descriptive adjectives swept the University
meet or both teams.
line tonight when the SJS varsity Roy Stewart or L. D. Bennett in at 3:30 p.m. today.
them Ca lifornia campus following the two year ban extended
Menendez
states,
"They (Sacramento) are as strong as any team
All freshman baseballers are
letics by the NCAA.
matmen meet the University of the 147 lb. class, Donn Mall, 157
elate athletics
I
we
will
face
this
season."
The match will give a good indication
in
quested to,report to the office tp
t
the ban, four sophomore otthlees
at l’Se stated
California grapplers in Rm. 207 of lbs., Pete Berman 167 lbs., Bernie
of how the two teams will fa IV
the Men’s Gym prior to 3:30 p.m.,
were loknig for nett field*. in athletics. Undoubtedly, many
in collegiate competition this s!::the Spartan Gym at 8 Rm.
t
Slate 177 lbs., and Nick Sanger according to freshman coach D.
the route hold out by these "pioneers."
.t.1".!. athletes will follow
son.
The Spartans have compiled a in the heavyweight class
iiron Fraielgh.
e lian extended by the NCAA will affect USC for another two
7.he
Menendez will send a power2-0 record in dual meet competiteam will
allowed to partidws: it states that no
toi squad against Sacramento
offs.
tion this season while Crib’s grunt asiasmsaminmoratommommirmaammmanalumwarsamoimm
le In NeAA play
despite the loss or two titlethe highly -regarded Trojan grid squad, but
I oday is thu last
avfar re groaners sport a 3-0 mark.
ThiS not only affects
holders from the 191,1 N(’
independent basketball teants to
the powerful baseball squad and a consistently potent track championship SI1111111. Strut. Ta-This is Cal’s strongest team in
III.’ entry forms for the. forththe Troy baseball team captured the NCAA play- toya and
Welvin Stroud.
. d. Last season
six years," according to SJS coach
coming
Intro,
ttttt
ral
most
powerful
basketball
diamond
teams ever assembled!
with one of the
NCAA titleholders T. C. Chung M11151111, according to, Bob Won - Hugh Mumby. "They are one of
’he history of the school.
! and Archie Milton in. the 112 lb. can, Intramural director.
the top teams we will face this
diatnond
season, eenterfielder lion Fairly
I Following the l’SC
atliI h , , .ieht . vi
Pe
A meeting of team captains serison and we anticipate some
Lois Angeles Dodgers, as did his Us( teammate,
,i011.11 iulituthe
lively will head the list of im- sri II he held tomorrow at
3:30 very tough competition tonight,"
Woo Bob Lillis. Lillis is given a strong chance of capturing
pressive sluggers on Menende,
p.m. in NI( 203.
string shortstop position from aging relWri
it 1.1.441‘.
first
he added.
squad. Nick Akana, PC.I champ
t he
stringers on the Troy nine signed pro eonFoam . 1 faer I -S(’ first
and runner-up for the NCAA 120
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California slacks by A -I
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TAPERS slacks, leader on
and off the campus, now
come with back flap pockets.
You’ll look trim, feel comfortable, know youre right
in style Many fabrics and
colors

Self -Service - Books Required and or Recommended are
Segregated By Course Numbers and or Instructor’s Names
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134 EAST SAN FERNANDO STREET
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